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in to the water, a film about the true story of young surfer angelina auclair and the multiple cancers
she battled before finally dying at 14, the young surfer doesn't even make it to a boat. this film shows
her friendship with fellow surfer dana doyle, who was part of her crew, and shows how angelina's
positive attitude and her dream to go to medical school helped her to survive a very difficult illness. if
anything, surf girloffers a healthy corrective to that big wave of fantasy-fueled empowerment coming
out of hollywood. it's not cute, it's not cheerful, and if we couldn't see ourselves in emily carroll's
characters there's no reason why we should trust buffy to feel like she's our savior. the story begins
with buffy in high school. i mean really high school. she's suddenly realizing that her own mother is
dead and her father lives with some other woman and that all she's got is the asshole boyfriend she
hates. her friends are a handful of girls who aren't really her friends and a handful of guys who aren't
really her friends, and all she really cares about is getting the hell out of this place and going to
college. though it looks like college will be pretty close to home, that's a little too close for buffy's
liking. why should the whole family have to move so buffy can go to a blue-collar school? so she
conspires to escape with her new boyfriend, jason. she won't even call her new stepmother by her
name! heh. it seems like a good plan, but after the car crash that kills her dad the next day,
everything goes horribly wrong. carroll is one of the most original and creative cartoonists in comics
today, and surf girlis a surprisingly powerful look at the interpersonal dynamics of the first-person
perspective. the friendships that she creates are some of the most well-developed in comics, and the
look of the final issue of the series, with it's crowded, stark, almost oil on canvas art, is one of the most
striking looks at this world that i've ever seen in a comic.
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